
“The Science of PASRR” 
 Validated BH Instruments – Let’s 

Envision The Possibilities 



Level I Screening: Where Are We? 

 

– CFR provides limited guidance beyond identifying 
those who “may have a MI/ID/RC” 

– Variability in state tools 

• National Report feedback on 14 data elements 

– Variability in screeners  

• MH/ID/DD KSA’s  

• Location/role  



Level I Screening: What Do We Know? 

• Recent Findings from Analyses of Level I Screens and the Minimum Data 
Set (MDS) - PTAC Webinar Tuesday, October 13, 2015 
– Low sensitivity and accuracy for mental illness 
– Better sensitivity and accuracy for ID, but room for improvement 

 
• “Self-report as well as claims and medical records based data analyses 

generally capture those individuals who have been treated for a particular 
disorder, whereas symptom-based studies identify individuals who meet 
criteria for a mental disorder regardless of whether they have been 
treated. Given the fact that less than one-third of individuals meeting 
criteria for a mental disorder receive treatment, this distinction is 
particularly important for this group of conditions.” – Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation, 2011 Research Synthesis Report entitled Mental Disorders 
and Medical Comorbidity 

 
 
 



Level I Screening: Where Do We Go? 

• Continually measure the effectiveness of our 

current tools 

– Are they sensitive? 

– Are they accurate? 

– Are they understood and easily used? 

• Can validated instruments help us improve 

sensitivity and accuracy? 
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Objectives  

• Enhance understanding of prevalence of several 
disabling BH disorders (expanded view of MI) 

• Gain insight about the relationship between BH 
disorders and co-morbid medical conditions  

• Understand the value of using targeted BH 
screenings and how to access the screenings 

• Learn about appropriate times and settings when 
BH screenings can be used to augment existing 
evaluations, e.g., PASRR Level I evaluations 

 



Prevalence of BH Disorders 

• 50% of the 10 most disabling disorders 
worldwide are psychiatric in nature; major 
depression, alcohol abuse, bipolar affective 
disorder, schizophrenia, and obsessive 
compulsive disorder 

• When screened, > 25% of primary care 
patients screen positive for a probable mental 
health or substance abuse problem (without 
screens the rate of detection is < 10%) 

 



Prevalence (con’t) 

• Why do we overlook these conditions? 
• > 50% of the patients screening positive for BH 

conditions also have 1> chronic medical 
conditions known to obscure recognition of 
psychiatric issues 

• Culture’s limited recognition of impact co-morbid 
BH conditions have on overall health 

• Time limitations to fully evaluate patients 
• Lack of person-centered approach to healthcare; 

promotes fragmentation and lack of collaboration 
• Decision not to use a BH screening tool  
 

 
 

  



Why consider use of BH Screenings 

• Validated BH screening instruments used for > 55 years; 
     (supports evidence-based approach to Level I evaluations) 
• Since 1990s, BH screenings are more sophisticated in 

design; now aligned with the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) 

• Many screens can be self-administered or conducted by a 
para-professional; provide a snapshot of current 
functioning based on admission of symptoms  

• Screenings are increasingly easy to access, score, yield a 
quantitative score (often with a severity index) and are 
highly predictive of the existence of a BH condition  
 



Limitations of BH Screenings  

• Results should be considered within the context 
of the setting (many screenings are based entirely 
on a self-report and do not take into 
consideration observations by an evaluator) 

• A screening score should not be seen as 
conclusive or interpreted as a diagnosis; rather it 
is an indicator that further assessment of a 
“suspected” BH condition should be completed 

 



Appropriate Times To Administer BH 
Screens 

• When there is a “suspected” BH condition 

• Annual wellness visits; Screens for depression, 
alcohol abuse and mild cognitive impairment 
(MCI) are mandated by CMS for Medicare pts 

• When authorities learn about biopsychosocial 
stressors often associated with BH symptoms 

• Prior, during and/or subsequent to transitional 
care to or from a variety of settings 

 

 

 



Criteria for Review of BH Screenings  

• Validated BH instruments proven to assist in 
detection of specific disorders associated with MI 

• Available in the public domain 

• Designed to be self-administered or administered 
and scored by a paraprofessional 

• Easily accessed from the internet  

• Written on 6-9th grade level  

• Available in multiple languages 

 

 

 



Structure for Review of BH Screenings 

• Identification of each BH Disorder reviewed 
• Provide data that demonstrates potential severity of 

condition and frequently associated co-morbidities 
• Provide table of screening tools used for detection of 

each BH condition and note important characteristics  
• Select 1 frequently used and easily accessible 

screening tool for each BH disorder 
• Provide a single link through National Substance 

Abuse and Mental Health Administration (SAMHSA) 
to access the BH screening for review and use 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 



Depression Screenings 

• Depression is considered among the top chronic 
diseases in the US, often co-occurring with other 
chronic diseases including diabetes, congestive heart 
failure, coronary artery disease, asthma and COPD 

• Many adults experience 1st episode of major 
depression in later life; older adults have 6 times the 
risk of suicide than any other age group 

• Surveys indicate that >30% of PC physicians normalize 
mental health related symptoms in aging population 
and believe that depression is natural part aging  



file:///C:/Users/DanaMort Photography/Pictures/MP Navigator EX/2015_10_23/table 1.pdf






Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) 
Screenings  

• GAD is often unrecognized or misdiagnosed as a 
physical condition due to the range of clinical 
presentations, consequently about 50% of patients 
with GAD go untreated 

• Co-morbidities include: migraine, rheumatoid arthritis, 
peptic ulcers, irritable bowel syndrome, coronary heart 
disease, hyperthyroidism, diabetes, asthma and COPD 

• 20% of persons with GAD are first diagnosed after age 
60; those with late anxiety onset more likely to have 
hypertension and rate their health and social 
functioning as poor 

 







Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

• Under-diagnosed, chronic BH disorder that 
follows overwhelming stressful events such as 
combat exposure, sexual assault and natural 
disasters 

• Symptomology is often embedded in both 
psychiatric and medical co-morbidities; substance 
abuse, GAD with panic, persistent depression, bi-
polar, personality disorders  

• Persons with undetected PTSD frequently use ERs 
for healthcare, often presenting with emergent 
physical complaints 









Bi-polar Screening 

• Bipolar disorder considered chronic and disabling 
with significant risk of mortality(lifetime risk of 
suicide is 20 times more than general population) 

• AVG. bipolar patient is misdiagnosed for 7.5 years 
and >1/3 misdiagnosed for > 10 years 

• Few highly rated bi-polar screens; believed a 
reflection of these persons being poor historians 
with respect to hypomanic and manic states  









Schizophrenia and Psychotic Disorder 
Screenings 

• Although schizophrenia typically develops in 
the second and third decade of life, emerging 
number of patients (particularly women) are 
developing it during middle years and after 65 

• Compelling evidence that SA is not only 
frequently co-occurring with schizophrenia 
psychotic disorders but, in many instances, 
was established prior to person’s onset of 
psychotic symptoms 

 



Schizophrenia and Psychotic Disorders 
(con’t) 

• Due to nature of schizophrenia and psychotic 
disorders, there are no recommended self-
administered screening tools  

• There are however clinician-assisted screening 
tools that are frequently used to help during 
diagnostic evaluations (these are not 
recommended for administration by para-
professionals) 





Substance Abuse Screenings  

• SA, contributes to or causes more that 70 
conditions that require hospitalizations, 
complicating treatment of most illnesses, 
prolongs hospital stays, increases morbidity, 
and often co-occurs with other BH conditions 

• Globally, alcohol abuse is 5th leading risk factor 
for premature death and disability, among 
those 15-49, it is # 1  



SA Screenings (con’t) 

• CAGE, AUDIT and AUDIT-C are most utilized 
alcohol screening tools used due to their 
brevity and reliability 

• NIDA has an updated on-line version for easy 
access, strong reliability rating and addresses 
drug use 

• DAST -10, a screen to detect drug use, has 
built in severity rating; ASSIST V2.0 often used 
subsequent to positive score on DAST-10 











Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) 
Screen 

• Often evident with many BH disorders including 
depression, bipolar, anxiety and SA  

• Often associated with periods of illness, recovery 
from illness and surgery, and side effects of 
medication 

• Mini-Cog is widely used to screen  to detect MCI; 
a positive result is not conclusive, should 
generate referral to medical professional for 
further evaluation and possible administration of 
Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE)   



SAMHSA Link to BH Screenings  

• SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration) 

    http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-
practice/screening-tools  

http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/screening-tools
http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/screening-tools
http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/screening-tools
http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/screening-tools
http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/screening-tools


Questions re: Behavioral Health 
Screening Instruments? 

 



BH Screenings and PASRR  

• Chief goal of PASRR is to ensure that all individuals who 
apply for admission to a Medicaid-certified nursing 
home are screened for BH (MI), ID and related 
conditions (if any, a recommended set of disability 
specific, individualized services are required to help 
individual retain or improve functioning, and return to 
community when possible)  

• Level I PASRR screens are intended to be quick 
investigations of whether an individual “might” have a 
relevant diagnosis; in other words, results should err 
on side of finding “false positives”---individuals later 
found not to have a PASRR disability 



BH Screening and PASRR (con’t) 

• BH screening literature review completed by 
PTAC concluded that self-administered and 
clinician-assisted screening tools can assist 
evaluators, through an evidence-based approach,  
detect probable BH disorders  

• BH screenings are particularly valuable when BH 
conditions co-occur with individuals with chronic 
and acute medical conditions (detection rates 
often triple subsequent to application of 
validated screening to evaluation process) 

 



BH Screening and PASRR (con’t) 

• BH screenings are well suited to augment an 
evaluation of individual’s mental health when  
transition of care is anticipated or in progress 

• It’s anticipated that incorporation of selected, 
evidence-based BH screens into the PASRR 
Level I assessment process will identify 
individuals that have a previously 
unrecognized or emerging diagnosable mental 
illness 



“Envision The Possibilities” 

• Could validated instruments improve your Level I 
process?   

• Could validated instruments be part of your Level II 
evaluation?  

• Could validate instruments be of value when there are 
no psychiatric records? 

• Could validated instruments help differentiate severity 
and support development of better plans of care? 

• Could validated instruments be helpful in guiding 
“significant change in status” decisions?  

• Could validated instruments be useful in quality 
assurance initiatives? 



A reminder: PASRR Level II Evaluations  
  

• If an individual with a positive BH screen is 
significant enough to generate a Level II does 
not meet PASRR eligibility requirements, the 
evaluator’s report should “identify any specific 
intellectual or mental health services which 
are of a lesser intensity than specialized 
services that are required to meet the 
evaluated individual’s needs” (PASRR 
evaluation criteria, 483.128 i,4)   
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